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5 Reasons to Choose
RoomKeyPMS

RoomKeyPMS is a truly comprehensive solution designed to meet multiple 
needs on one platform and integrate data from across your hotel. To help you 
get the most out of your demo, we’ve summarized the key benefits of our PMS 
into five primary categories.

Best-In-Class Technology
RoomKeyPMS takes today’s leading tech innovations and applies them to the hospitality 
sector. Hotels benefit from a cloud-based app that is accessible from anywhere, easy to scale, 
affordable to operate and simple to maintain. It also includes smart file backup so that hotels 
don’t have to worry about data disaster prevention or deal with recovery. Finally, the use of a 
REST API makes implementing RoomKeyPMS a painless experience.

Key Modules and Features
RoomKeyPMS has been specifically engineered to tackle the most complicated and 
cumbersome workloads that hotels face today. Revenue management is easier with rate 
restriction capabilities, and housekeeping improves when it’s guided by our user-friendly 
module. Hotels also gain access to tools for coordinating maintenance, organizing group 
bookings and managing corporate accounts. With RoomKeyPMS, the many of the details that 
preoccupy hotel managers are either automated, eliminated or streamlined.
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Third-Party Connections
RoomKeyPMS empowers hotels to maximize their relationships with OTAs and CRS, including 
Booking.com, Expedia, TravelClick and SynXis. Data is shared seamlessly between partners, 
and hotel records are automatically updated when new bookings come in. Best of all, our 
proprietary booking engine helps hotels drive direct bookings.

Accessible Reporting
RoomKeyPMS makes advanced reporting accessible and intuitive by giving hotels the means 
to collect, organize and analyze data across far more physical and digital touchpoints. That 
data is then transformed into in-depth reports that illuminate business intelligence insights 
automatically. The quality of analytics is impressive, but the simplicity is what really makes 
this an asset for hotels.

Customer Experience
RoomKeyPMS isn’t just a property management system—it’s a property management 
solution. Providing true solutions for our hotels requires an unparalleled commitment to 
customer service. We offer support so that tech issues never have to disrupt hotel operations. 
Our solutions are PCI-compliant so that hotels don’t have to worry about security or regulatory 
issues. Plus, we are consistently updating our solution based on user feedback so that it 
becomes stronger and smarter on a regular basis.

Want to learn more while you wait for your demo? 
Check out more RoomKeyPMS resources here.


